
COMPACTline
The new size in the IBC market
now with plastic pallet

300 l600 l800 l Euro800 l1000 l

WERIT IBC SERIES

WERIT offers you the complete IBC series in 
various sizes and equipment lines, also for 
special applications:

- POLYex for use in explosion protection zones
- TOPline with hazardous goods approval
- NUTRiline specifi cally for food
- BLUEline for AdBlue
- PROTECline with UV protection for 
 light-sensitive products
- ECOline the economic version for 
 non-hazardous liquids
- COMPACTline the space-saving option

PROPERTIES

The WERIT COMPACTline is an innovative, 
space-saving IBC with a fi  lling capacity of 
300 l. 

- Stable and stackable
- Easy to transport
- Quick and easy to fi ll
- Can easily be emptied using the tried 
 and tested piston valve 
- Long life-span and reusable 
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Your point of contact
WERIT UK Ltd. 
Darby Road
Irlam, Manchester
M44 5BP
UNITED KINGDOM
Phone:  +44 161 776 1414
Fax:  +44 161 776 1515
www.werit.eu   

300 l

NEW



SECTORS

COMPACTline is an economical, sustainable and 
safe packaging solution for liquid media.

SUSTAINABLE

- Almost 100 percent complete emptying, 
 which saves material and reduces waste.
- Return to manufacturer for disposal via the 
 PACKONE system. 
- Recycling in a manner which saves resources.

SAFE

- Stable pallet with attached steel frames, 
 ensures safety when handling.
- The compact, stackable structure permits you to 
 store in an interlocking manner. This saves time 
 and material when securing the load.
- Residual content can be identifi ed directly thanks 
 to transparent PE blister and fi ll level scale.
- Tested and suitable for fi lling with hazardous 
 goods and foodstuffs.

ECONOMICAL

- Saves space during transport, storage and 
 production.
- Easy to handle with forklifts when loading 
 and unloading, which optimises process costs
 (no special equipment required).
- Large dome opening allows a quick fi lling 
 process – reduces foaming.
- End customers with low quantity requirements 
 (< 600 l) benefi t from IBC handling.

FS-Food safeIBC collection system resource-conserving

Beverage industry Food industry Chemical / 
pharmaceutical industry

EQUIPMENT

- W 800 mm x L 600 mm x H 1000 mm
- 300 l nominal volume
- Internal container made from 
 HD-PE blow-grade granules
- Meets the requirements of FDA/EN 10/2011
- Galvanised, easy to clean steel tubular frame
- Durable, easy to clean plastic pallet
- Filling opening with lid 150 mm
 nominal width
- Sliding valve 50 mm nominal width
- Label panel
- UN approved UN 31HA1/Y/D/BAM
- Fill level scale
- Returns via PACKONE system
- Drainage elbow

Optional with:  
- Pressure compensation system
- Threaded connection S 56x4 with
 sealing plugs and seal cap
- CDS removal system

2 safely stacked 

COMPACTline correspond 

to the volume of 3 barrels!
800 mm
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